Tactile perception is a subject currently enjoying great attention and rapid development, exemplified by recent articles in key journals[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4]. This interest is driven by a range of factors; the development of a sense of touch in robotics, haptic perception for virtual reality and remote sensing, as well as the desire to improve the tactile aesthetics in "touch intensive" consumer products such as phones, touch-pads, paper, fabrics and conditioners. In tactile sensing, the *physical* finger-surface interaction is highly complex due to deformation of the finger under pressure and lateral movement[@b5][@b6], combined with consideration of the surface topography[@b7][@b8][@b9], frictional forces between finger and surface[@b4][@b10], and mechanical vibrations induced by sliding[@b1][@b3][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14]. The mechanical explanation of how fingerprints increase sensitivity through such microscopic force oscillations has recently been advanced[@b1][@b3][@b15]. *Physiologically*, the interaction of the finger with the surface is detected by mechanoreceptors embedded at various depths in the skin[@b16], some of which are sensitive to deformation ("slow adapting receptors" for static touch) and others sensitive to vibrations arising from movement ("fast adapting receptors" for dynamic touch). The relative responses of the receptors also depend on the size of the features on the surface being probed. Ultimately, however, their signal patterns must be interpreted *perceptually* to allow different textures to be distinguished, compared and evaluated, which involves aspects of both neuroscience[@b17] and psychophysics[@b18][@b19].

Neurobiological studies of haptics and the skin senses are highly advanced and the roles of the various sensor cells, nerves and receptors responsible for the coding of texture, heat and pain are now increasingly understood[@b16][@b18][@b20][@b21][@b22]. The *psychophysical* aspects of touch, for example, the question of what physical properties are important in distinguishing surfaces, and what are the perceptual limits in terms of, for example, surface feature size -- have received less attention. For static touch it is established that the minimum feature size that can be detected in the absence of movement or applied vibrations is around 0.2 mm[@b11][@b12]. The currently accepted threshold for feature detection in dynamic touch is in the micron range[@b21], obtained from traditional psychophysical threshold analysis on abrasive papers of varying grit size - a rather different approach to the one employed in this work. The other psychophysical studies which do exist have also predominantly been focused on unidimensional "perceived roughness"[@b18], but multidimensional approaches have also been employed to investigate the (perceptual) dimensionality of touch[@b19][@b23][@b24][@b25]. The main two dimensions reported are the "rough/smooth" and "hard/soft" dimensions (especially in studies where the stimuli material properties vary greatly), with a third dimension suggested by some to be a "sticky-slippery" dimension[@b19][@b23]. However, direct identification of the *physical* property or properties, corresponding to each perceptual dimension, is still lacking. To be able to design surfaces that would generate a specific perception of the user, be it for visually impaired, safety, touch screen or consumer product applications, such a psychophysical relationship is vital and is thus the major challenge currently facing the tactile perception community. In this context, the role of *friction* in touch is currently the subject of much research[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b5][@b7][@b9][@b15][@b26]. From the tribology literature, it is clear that area of contact, surface roughness, and other material properties are intimately linked to the friction coefficient[@b4][@b10].

An obstacle that has thus hitherto hindered psychophysicists is the issue of manufacturing a range of chemically identical surfaces with periodic features spanning from the nanometer into the sub-millimeter size range, which are nonetheless large enough and robust enough to permit repeated interrogation with the finger. It is important that the surfaces to be researched consist of the same material since elasticity, thermal conductivity and other material specific properties contribute to haptic perception, and the spatio-temporal contributors thus need to be isolated from other potential sensory discriminators. *Average* (physical) roughness can be controlled by polishing for example metals to different tolerances, or using a family of paper samples[@b7][@b21][@b26], but a statistical distribution of feature heights necessarily results, and no systematic periodicity can be achieved. The nanotechnology literature abounds with techniques for the manufacture of periodic features on the nanoscale[@b27], but these techniques are generally limited to relatively small areas, and are not capable of being upscaled into the micrometer regime. In this report, the challenge is overcome through the relatively inexpensive and straightforward manufacture of a series of wrinkled patterned surfaces, taking advantage of the buckling instability caused when a mechanical stress is applied to a bilayered system with higher elastic modulus of the top layer[@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31]. By monitoring the characteristics of the top layer, sinusoidal surface features ranging from nanometers to almost 100 micrometers could be obtained.

In this work we have employed similarity scaling on these fine textured surfaces to study how small are the structures which can be distinguished, *i.e.* without asking for a specific attribute to be quantified (which would otherwise focus the interrogator unnaturally on this property). A second aim was to study perceptual dimensionality and the importance of physical topography and friction in tactile discrimination of systematic fine surface textures. Wrinkled-patterned model surfaces were fabricated and used as stimuli in a multidimensional scaling experiment to systematically study the role of texture in tactile perception as well as the limitations in how small a structure can be while still being distinguishable from other structures during active exploration of a surface.

Results
=======

Sixteen patterned surfaces ranging in surface wavelength from 270 nm up to 90 μm, as well as two blank surfaces, were prepared in duplicate by employing surface wrinkling[@b29][@b30][@b31] as depicted in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. They were characterised as described in the methods section and the topographic parameters associated with the systematic, sinusoidal wrinkle pattern are shown in Table 1S. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} displays images of 4 of these surfaces, showing that essentially identical patterns are achieved at different length scales which are independent of the imaging techniques used \[atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the smaller wavelengths and profilometry for the larger wavelengths\]. A colour code has been used to simplify the distinction between the surfaces, from smaller (red) to larger wavelengths (blue). Blank surfaces were templated from unwrinkled polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) specimens and thus have no systematic wrinkled topography.

The surfaces were presented pairwise in psychophysical experiments where 20 participants (blindfolded) scaled perceived similarity of all the randomly presented pairs \[201 pairs in total including test-retest comparisons ([Supplementary Fig. 1S](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})\]. The participants probed the surfaces with the index finger of their preferred hand in a designated direction (perpendicular to the grooves) for as long as they wished and at loads and speeds that they established themselves, where the average duration of one comparison was approximately 10 s. Each surface pair was assigned a self-determined similarity value on a percentage scale from completely similar (100%) to totally dissimilar (0%). The similarity values were transferred to a dissimilarity scale for each subject and submitted to mapping by individual differences scaling (INDSCAL)[@b32][@b33]. A two-dimensional "tactile space" was generated from the dissimilarity matrices of the individual subjects, where each pair of stimuli obtains a *unique* subject weight. The Cartesian distribution of the surfaces according to the resulting two perceptual dimensions for the group is shown in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Despite their inherent material similarity, the different stimulus surfaces are well distributed in the perceptual map, indicating that they were confidently differentiated perceptually. The distribution of the stimuli in the map shows that surface WS1 (270 nm in wavelength) was not distinguished from the blank surfaces whereas surfaces WS2 and WS3 were (760 and 870 nm in wavelength, respectively). Moreover, the amplitude of the minimum pattern distinguished was only 13 nm, showing that the human finger with its coarse fingerprint structure in the sub-millimetre range is capable of dynamically detecting surface structures many orders of magnitude smaller. This value is much smaller than the previously reported value of 1 μm[@b21]. It is generally assumed that it is the fast adapting mechanoreceptors, *i.e.* the Pacinian Corpuscles that are involved in fine texture perception (surface features smaller than 100 μm). Brisben *et al.*[@b34] showed that these Pacinian Corpuscles respond to vibratory amplitudes as low as 10 nm applied to the skin. The nanometre sensitivity of a finger moving over a surface suggested by [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, corresponds well to the amplitude sensitivity when a hand is mounted on a vibration table[@b34]. In this report, the vibration is provided by sequential collisions of the skin with the nanoscale structures rather than a globally homogeneous external vibration.

The scree-plot (depicted in [Supplementary Fig. 2S](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and an indicator of how many dimensions the INDSCAL solution has) shows little improvement of the model fit past three dimensions (zero stress means a perfect correspondence between the similarity data and the INDSCAL configuration whereas a value of one means no fit). Although the stress values of the INDSCAL solutions indicate that both the 2D and 3D solutions represent the individual dissimilarity data matrices well, we here choose the 2D solution on the following grounds. It was supported by a principal components analysis (PCA) of the similarity matrix of the group, which resulted in only two components with eigenvalues larger than one. For the 2D INDSCAL solution, average stress over matrices was 0.332 (RSQ = 0.476), a relatively high value. It is probably caused by the unusually low and narrow range of the stimulus patterns used in this experiment combined with a relatively large between-subject variance in haptic sensitivity. The error though is random and the scale values are proportionally over- and underestimated, which is not reflected in the stress value[@b33].

The issue of potential damage to the surfaces and thus the possibility of gradual changes in topography during the experiment has been addressed. Images of the surfaces were taken before and after the experiments and a certain amount of detritus could be observed trapped in the troughs between the peaks, while the sinusoidal pattern remained unchanged ([Supplementary Fig. 4S](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The surfaces were thus robust to interrogation with the fingertip. One surface was irreversibly scratched by the fingernail of participant 11 however, showing that they are not completely impervious to hard handling. In the [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we show a comparison of the data from the first 10 and last 10 participants in Fig. 3S. The results are demonstrably very similar, but not identical so we have chosen to exclude the later participants to be sure that the *slight* flattening caused by the detritus does not skew the results.

The fact that the "tactile space" is well described by only two dimensions shows that the participants distinguished the surfaces with respect to two basic perceptual aspects, which cannot however, *a priori* be related to physical quantities. It is generally held that perceptual dimensions are not linearly related to physical quantities, or even combinations thereof. For comparison, [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows a plot of two of the distinguishing physical quantities of the stimulus surfaces; these are the finger friction coefficient (ordinate) and the wrinkle wavelength (abscissa). The spatial distribution of points is highly reminiscent of that in the perceptual dimension plot, suggesting that in fact the two perceptual dimensions of [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} are related to, or determined by, the two physical dimensions in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Considering the different units of measurement involved the similarity is striking, but for the presence of two outliers, WS2 and WS3 (wavelengths of 760 and 870 nm, circled). This unprecedented result presumably arises from the very narrow distribution of stimuli, leading to the isolation of a limited number of perceptual outcomes. The good fit of the two tactile-space dimensions with the physical measures (wavelength and finger friction) further validate the INDSCAL and PCA solutions. Inspection of [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the distribution of the data points along the respective curves is different, indicating that the relationship between the perceptual dimensions and the physical quantities is not a rectilinear one.

As mentioned earlier, multidimensional scaling studies report mainly "rough-smooth" and "hard-soft" perceptual dimensions[@b19][@b23][@b24][@b25], with a "sticky-slippery" dimension reported as a possible third dimension[@b23]. The results obtained in the present study suggest a "rough/smooth" dimension as well as a "sticky-slippery" dimension. The reason that a "hard-soft" dimension is not observed is that we have deliberately chosen stimuli to isolate the effect of topography, so all the stimuli are equally hard. These results confirm that "sticky-slippery" is an important dimension that can be physically measured by tactile (finger) friction. It is reasonable that once the possibility to distinguish surfaces based on hardness/softness is limited, friction is used as a cue to distinguish surface feel to a higher extent (at least for fine textures where larger differences in friction are obtained).

Discussion
==========

To further investigate the relationship between the perceptual dimensions and the implicated physical dimensions, they have been plotted against one another. [Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows how the perceptual "dimension 1" from [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} varies as a function of the corresponding finger friction coefficient of the stimuli, whereas [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows how "dimension 2" varies with the wavelength of their wrinkled patterns. The solid lines are guides to the eye, and show very similar trends. There is clearly not a linear relationship between the perceptual dimension and the physical stimulus, but such an expectation would be unreasonable: if the perceived dimension is instead interpreted as the output from a human sensor, then the results make a great deal more sense. In general, the sensitivity of a sensor is limited to a certain range of values. As a biological example, the human eye is only capable of detecting a narrow band of electromagnetic radiation bounded by violet and red. In physics and nanotechnology, the split photodiode sensor which still forms the microlever deflection detector in the atomic force microscope displays a dependence on cantilever deflection[@b35], which is similar to the response exemplified in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. (In fact most linear relationships, *e.g.* Hooke\'s Law, are valid only over a certain stimulus range.) For perceptual values close to zero, an approximately linear response of the sensor to the stimulus is observed, but as the stimulus value departs from the optimum sensing regime, the sensitivity declines and the sensor response becomes "saturated" -- even large changes in the stimulus remain undetectable. The sensor response is plausibly explicable in both cases of the present study.

In [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the sensitivity is determined by the loading range which can be applied (*i.e.*, how hard the finger is pressed on the surface). An optimal friction force of about 0.4 N is employed when feeling a surface[@b26]; how hard the surface is pressed is unwittingly regulated by the finger friction coefficient. The relationship between load (*L*) and friction force (*F*) adheres to a modified Amontons\' Law: *F = μL^n^*, where *μ* is the friction coefficient and *n* is an exponent (between 0.5 and 1) which accounts for the contact mechanics of the fingertip against a hard surface. Thus, it can easily be calculated what loads are required for surface probing. For example, for friction coefficients of 0.2 and 1.6 (corresponding to sensor "*saturation*" in this psychophysical experiment), the preferred finger loads for the participants would be about 2 N and 0.3 N, respectively (assuming *n* = 1). The latter value corresponds to roughly the minimum force required to maintain contact between surface and finger during sliding. At lower loads, there is not sufficient contact (or deformation) of the finger to allow the surface to be sensed at all. At the other extreme, the load corresponds to the point where the finger deformation is maximized, and it is hard to slide the finger smoothly over the surface due to the resultant stick-slip phenomena[@b36]. (A lower value of *n* would drive the load limit to even higher values). Therefore, the psychophysical sensor is sensitive only to friction coefficients, where small changes in the load lead to significant changes in the friction force, and thus the lateral deformation of the finger. This would clearly and strongly suggest that the perceptual dimension in this case is associated with the response of the slow adapting receptors[@b16][@b37].

Analogous sensor saturation is observed in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, albeit with slightly larger scatter. The high sensitivity of Dimension 2 to wavelengths around 50 μm can again be convincingly rationalised. The human finger typically probes a surface at speeds, *v*, between 10 and 100 mm/s; the small areas of the templated surfaces necessitate speeds at the lower end of this range. Any given point on the finger surface will be struck by the top of a wrinkle with a frequency given by *f = v/λ*, where *λ* is the wrinkle wavelength. The optimal sensing vibration frequency, *f*~o~, of the fast adapting receptors is around 250 Hz[@b37][@b38] so the arbitrary lower limit of *v* = 10 mm/s yields *λ* = 40 μm as the "excitation" wavelength. Thus, wrinkle wavelengths of the order of tens of microns are optimal for exciting vibrations to which the receptors are sensitive. As the wrinkled wavelength deviates from these values, the frequency excited becomes further from *f*~o~ and the ability to distinguish textures gradually decays. The breadth of the sensing band is extended by the fact that the finger speed can also be controlled to ensure that the resulting frequency is closer to *f*~o~. This may be one reason why the data are slightly less well correlated; two physiological functions (the response of the fast acting receptors and the finger speed) may interfere perceptually.

The simple approach discussed above, while satisfactorily explaining the sensitivity, neglects the fact that the fingerprints themselves possess a sinusoidal texture which should also lead to a mechanical frequency[@b1][@b3]. A "beating pattern" of the two frequencies must thus occur, which is strongly dependent on the surface wavelength. In the same way that the human auditory system is sensitive to multiple frequencies simultaneously, the tactile sensing system has similar capacity for complex frequency analysis. We note that the beating pattern changes dramatically over the micrometer range which may further explain the slight scatter in this range. Irrespective of the actual physiological sensing pathways (which we have made no attempt to examine here), both the perception dimensions can be clearly related to measureable physical parameters, confirming the "sticky-slippery" and "smooth- rough" dimensions earlier identified, as well as satisfactorily explaining their physical origin.

Finally, and potentially most importantly, it is observed that while the minimum pattern that could be distinguished from the unwrinkled reference surfaces had a wavelength of 760 nm, the amplitude of this pattern was only 13 nm. This shows unambiguously that the human finger, with its coarse fingerprint structure in the sub-millimeter range, is capable of dynamically detecting surface structures many orders of magnitude smaller and indicates that nanotechnology may well have a role to play in haptics and tactile perception.

Methods
=======

The perception experiment involving measurements with human subjects was conducted according to the guidelines from the Ethical Committee for Social Science Research at Stockholm University. The subjects participated voluntarily and were given cinema tickets as compensation. Both written and oral instructions informed the subjects that they could disrupt the experiment at any time.

Surface fabrication and characterisation
----------------------------------------

Patterned surfaces were prepared by harnessing surface wrinkling[@b28][@b29][@b30][@b39], as depicted in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Wrinkles were first formed on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), formed spontaneously upon applying a mechanical stress to a bilayer system where the top layer has a higher elastic modulus[@b28][@b29][@b30][@b39]. PDMS specimens were exposed to either ultraviolet ozone (UVO) irradiation or plasma oxidation in a pre-strained state, creating a thin stiff film with higher elastic modulus compared to the underlying softer substrate. Upon releasing the strain (like a compression) wrinkles, with the optimum wavelength minimizing the strain energy of the system, were formed spontaneously perpendicular to the direction of strain. By employing different exposure times from 1 min to 120 min, surfaces with wavelengths from 270 nm up to 90 μm were obtained. The wrinkled pattern on the PDMS was further replicated into a more durable material using the UV-curable adhesive polymer NOA81 (Norland Products Inc.) PDMS specimens with no wrinkled pattern, "blank surfaces", were replicated as well, and used as reference surfaces. The wrinkle amplitude and wavelength of the surfaces were measured with an atomic force microscope (Dimension 3100, Digital Instruments) or stylus profilometer (Taylor Hobson Form Talysurf PGI 800). In total, 16 patterned surfaces, together with two blank unpatterned reference surfaces, were used as stimuli in a psychophysical experiment as well as in tactile friction measurements.

Tactile friction measurements
-----------------------------

The friction coefficient was measured against a human finger according to previously described protocols[@b7][@b10][@b26] using a piezoelectric force sensor (Kistler 9251A) together with a charge amplifier (Kistler 5038A3). The wrinkled surfaces were mounted on the top plate of the force sensor with double-sided adhesive tape.

Multidimensional scaling
------------------------

Twenty women (range: 21--32 years) scaled perceived similarity between all possible pairs of the 18 stimulus surfaces resulting in a total of 201 pairs including 48 duplicate pairs for test-retest reliability ([Supplementary Fig. 1S](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Participants were blindfolded and they probed the surfaces with the index finger of their preferred hand in a designated direction (perpendicular to the wrinkles) for as long as they wished and at loads and speeds that they established themselves. Each pair of surfaces was assigned a self-determined similarity value on a percentage scale from completely similar (100%) to totally dissimilar (0%). The similarity values were reversed to a dissimilarity scale and the set of dissimilarity matrices from 20 subjects were submitted to individual differences scaling (INDSCAL)[@b32][@b33], a method for multidimensional scaling including the interindividual variance among subjects and stimuli. A two-dimensional solution was chosen from the scree-plot ([Supplementary Fig. 2S](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the interpretation of these results was supported by a principal components analysis (PCA) of the similarity matrix of the group. After every comparison as well as each friction measurement, the stimulus surface was gently cleaned with acetone, using a lint-free tissue. Detailed descriptions of the surface preparation of stimuli, tactile friction measurements and the psychophysical method and data analyses are provided in the [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Individual differences scaling (INDSCAL)
----------------------------------------

When conducting similarity measurements with human participants, it is inappropriate to assume they will all weight the dimensions equally. Rather, the assumption is that there is a common stimulus space to all participants, but the participants have their own way of weighting the dimensions in this space. INDSCAL is a model[@b32] which is used to account for this unique preference for each dimension. Mathematically, the INDSCAL model can be expressed as[@b40] where The measured dissimilarity between stimuli *j* and *k* for subject *i* is expressed as . *x* represents a coordinate in an *r*-dimensional space, *i.e.* *x~jt~* is the coordinate for stimulus *j* in dimension *t*. The dimensionality is denoted by *r*. The functions *F~i~* are considered to be linear in metric MDS, which is the case in the present experiment. The individual differences in the use of scales are accounted for by attaching a weighting factor (*w*) to each dimension *t* for subject *i*. The INDSCAL program estimates both the stimuli coordinates and the individual weights in a way that best fits the observed dissimilarity. The symbol () replaces the equal symbol ( = ) because [equation (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} includes the unknown and uncategorized error term.
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![Schematic diagram outlining the fabrication procedure of wrinkled surfaces.\
(1) Original PDMS substrate with initial length L. (2) Stretching of the PDMS by ΔL using a strain stage. (3) Surface treatment of the PDMS either by UVO or OP treatment. (4) Spontaneous wrinkling occurrence after releasing the pre-strain. (5) Replica moulding of the wrinkled PDMS substrate onto an UV-curable adhesive.](srep02617-f1){#f1}

![Wrinkled-patterned surfaces ranging from nanometers to micrometers.\
Representative 3D images of sinusoidal-patterned surfaces of identical material spanning two orders of magnitude in wavelength (λ) with varying amplitudes (z in this figure) fabricated by the combination of surface oxidation, surface wrinkling, and replica molding techniques ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}): (a) WS2, (b) WS8, (c) WS11, and (d) WS15 (for details of surfaces included, see Table 1S). (e) An approximate colour scale for the representation of wavelengths.](srep02617-f2){#f2}

![2D INDSCAL solution and interpretation of dimensions.\
(a) Two-dimensional tactile space (for the group of the first 10 participants) based on perceived similarities among 18 surfaces; the closer the points in the map, the more similar the surfaces are perceived. (b) Finger friction coefficient versus wrinkle wavelength. Colour symbols are based on wrinkle wavelength (red is smallest and blue largest wavelengths; open symbols are "blank" reference surfaces), for details see Table 1S. The point distributions in (a) and (b) are distinctly similar, suggesting that friction and wrinkle wavelength are cues for surface similarity (a third order polynomial fits these data well). The WS1 (λ = 270 nm) surface was not perceived as different to the reference surfaces (BS1 and BS2), whereas the WS2 (λ = 760 nm) and WS3 (λ = 870 nm) surfaces were. The respective amplitudes of the latter two are 13 nm and 22 nm, respectively. The data in (b) are presented as the arithmetic mean ± s.d.](srep02617-f3){#f3}

![Perceptual quantities (2D INDSCAL) compared to physical quantities.\
(a) Dimension 1 vs. finger-friction coefficient and (b) Dimension 2 vs. wrinkle wavelength. Sigmoid functions fit the data well: (a) r^2^ = 0.96 and (b) r^2^ = 0.95, encircled stimuli, exclusive. The two sigmoid functions imply high sensitivity in the middle of the two perceptual ranges. The two asymptotes would indicate sensor saturation in each of the psychophysical plots (a) and (b).](srep02617-f4){#f4}
